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How coronavirus could hit the price of your European holiday
home

Some markets will be badly affected by the collapse of the travel industry, but prices in
some countries could be resilient
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European holiday homes are perhaps at most risk of price falls of all markets during the

coronavirus pandemic.

The most popular hotspots for Britons to buy in are countries that have had some of the

worst outbreaks in the world. 

Buying a holiday home is not done out of necessity, and they’re largely dependent on

international buyers, which means they’re reliant not just on economic recovery on their

home turf, but around the world.

Plus, crucially, they’re dependent on the travel industry for buyers to be able to view

homes, visit them, and let them out. 

Entire airline fleets are now grounded and tourism is on ice. Anyone who needs short-

term rental income to cover the costs of their place in the sun is going to come under

pressure to sell up. Airbnb properties are already coming onto the long-term lettings

market en masse across Europe. If there is widespread forced selling, prices will fall.

But each region is its own picture. Here, we take a closer look at three of the most popular

markets for British buyers, to find out what could happen to the price of your holiday

home abroad.

Spain 

Spain has the second-highest death rate from the outbreak in the world and the lockdown

is more strict than the UK’s. “We’ve seen almost a full stop in [property market] activity,”

says Mark Harvey, head of European residential sales at Knight Frank.

“I can’t imagine how travel could be conducted this summer,” says says Christoph Toelle,

of Sotheby’s International Realty’s Barcelona and Costa Brava office. When it comes to

holiday homes, “if you can’t visit, you can’t buy, and I doubt the Spanish will substitute the

demand of foreigners,” says Toelle. “People are talking about 10, 15, 20 per cent decreases

in prices.”
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“I expect we will see exactly what happened in 2009. There will be people eventually who

have to sell with lower prices, and there will be people to take advantage,” says Toelle.

While the market for owner-occupiers may be less affected, says Harvey, “the second

homes market is totally dependent on tourism and will be facing brutal headwinds”.

In the Costa Brava and Costa del Sol, the markets are “really fuelled by foreign ownership,”

says Harvey. At least 50 per cent, of buyers are from overseas; in Marbella, the share is

closer to 70 per cent.

Those who already own are going to be under financial strain. As much as 70 per cent of

foreign ownership in Spain is reliant on a degree of rental income from the property, says

Harvey, and this will dry up.

In the wake of the crisis, the markets of Barcelona and Madrid will likely fare best, says

Harvey, followed by the prime coastal markets.

“Ibiza and Majorca did well after the financial crash,” says Harvey. Locals have deep

pockets, and being an island with limited stock helps. “In Marbella, some parts will hold,

others will struggle,” says Harvey. 

France

In France, the outlook is less bleak. “Its sheer geographic proximity to the rest of mainland

Europe makes it an obvious mainstay,” says Harvey. Easy car access for most European

buyers makes the market less reliant on the travel industry’s recovery. 

Sales are still progressing, says Lisa Greene, of Leggett Immobilier’s Brittany and

Normandy office. Notaries are back to work and the Government has said there should be

no administrative delays in the housing market. “We have managed to sign 50 to 60 per

cent of normal sales levels in the region,” she says. “We don’t expect business to be

decimated like in 2008.” 

https://secure.telegraph.co.uk/secure/newsletter/property/?icid=Money_Property_particle_story
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/property/abroad/bargain-properties-tempting-britons-move-wild-french-west/


Some buyers are trying their luck. “There are a few asking 'can I get this for half

price?', but we don’t have a big queue of desperate vendors.”

It helps that prices here are low too. In Brittany and Normandy, it’s possible to pick up a

holiday home for €70,000. “It’s low risk,” says Greene. “Properties in this sector maintain

an even value, they rarely grow,” she says. People don’t buy here as an investment.

Few are also dependent on rental income, she says. Things will be worse in the Alps,

where, “many more buy with a mortgage, and service the mortgage by renting out to

skiers and hikers,” says Greene.

In the South West, in areas popular with Britons such as Charantes and the Dordogne,

buyer web traffic is “just under normal”, but not significantly down, says Julie Savil, of

agent Beaux Villages. She is bullish about demand for rural property in the wake of

coronavirus. “There will be a growth in interest in the ‘good life’ category,” she says.

Portugal

Portugal has so far had comparatively few coronavirus cases. The country has so far

recorded 657 deaths, a fraction of the UK’s death toll. The Faro district, also known as the

Algarve, has so far recorded only 305 confirmed cases.

When the social restrictions and travel bans lift, “we are hoping people will feel more

comfortable coming here,” says Jamie Robinson, sales director at QP Savills. “It’s not going

to be like flying into New York or northern Italy.”

Still, the market is feeling the effects of social distancing measures and travel bans. Web

traffic is similar to pre-pandemic levels, says Robinson. “That’s filtering into inquiries,” he

says, but these can’t turn into sales.

A worry for the Algarve, where holiday homes make up 40 per cent of the market, is the

economy's dependence on the tourism industry.

Between 25 and 30 per cent of holiday home owners rely on rental income to cover their

costs, says Robinson. Of them, he estimates a fifth will need to sell up if they miss out on a

season’s income. 

The number of mortgaged buyers has been increasing. Five years ago, only five per cent of

holiday home buyers had mortgages, whereas in the last 18 months, their share has

jumped to 40 per cent, says Robinson. But most have loan-to-values of no more than 60



per cent, says Robinson. Homeowners are nowhere near as leveraged as they were in

2008.

City markets will likely struggle most, says Robinson. Prices in Lisbon and Porto had been

sky-rocketing, fuelled by foreign money taking advantage of the golden visa

programmes, and short-term lettings investors. Both of these buyer groups will be

dampened, and Airbnb landlords will be losing income. Though locals may well welcome

a price fall to bring values back into sync with wages.
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